
MATERIALS FOR TEACHING SAMPLING AT HIGH SCHOOL 
This set of lessons covers the three big ideas of sampling and different methods of sampling.  

BIG IDEA LESSON 
SAMPLING 
Lesson Plan 5A 

Sampling can be used to estimate population parameters. 

Have limited food sources led to shorter dragons? 

The class tries to find the population mean height. Then switch to estimating it as the mean 
from a sample. They see why sampling is used.  

VARIATION 
Lesson Plan 5B 

Different samples give different estimates. 

What is the lifespan of dragons on the island?  

Groups of students find the median age of one sample to estimate the median age of the 
population. The medians are compared across samples using box plots.  
More estimates give a better view of how sample estimates vary but also give similar results. 

 
DIFFERENCES 
Lesson Plan 5C 

Big enough differences between samples can indicate a difference in the population. 

Do male dragons need more robust shelters? 

Groups of students compare the strength distribution of male dragons to females. They make 
a judgement as to whether one gender tends to be stronger than the other. The stronger 
gender will need more robust shelters. 

 
TYPES OF SAMPLING 
Lesson Plan 6 

Compare different sampling methods. 

Are the dragons on an island generally taller than those on the mainland? 

Different sampling methods are used to investigate the claim. Advantages and disadvantages 
of the methods can be seen.  Includes convenience sample and simple random sample. 

 

• Teaching notes are available at Resources.CreativeMaths.net 
• The lessons use the Sampling Pack (three boxes of Dragonistics data cards).  Purchase these from Shop.CreativeMaths.net 
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DRAGON LESSON: SAMPLE ESTIMATES   
CURRICULUM LEVEL 5  

PURPOSE 
This lesson is designed to illustrate the important statistical concept of sampling. 
It can be followed by the other Creative Maths Sampling lessons covering the 
big ideas of statistics introduced at curriculum level 5.  

DESCRIPTION 
Finding population parameters directly from a population is often not practical 
but sampling can be used to find estimates. The students are tasked with finding 
the mean height of a large dragon population of dragons. At first, they should 
struggle with the population.  

Once they have seen how difficult that will be, the idea of sampling is 
introduced. Groups analyse their own sample and use the sample parameter to 
estimate the population parameter.   

EQUIPMENT 
• Two or more class packs of dragon cards (more cards are better) 
• Some way for students to record their results 

KEY VOCABULARY 
Inference, mean, population, population parameter,  
random sample, sample, sample parameter, sample size 

ACTIVITY 

Students are required to find the population mean. Once they see  
how difficult that will be they use a sample mean to estimate the value. 

SHORTER DRAGONS  
Statistical investigations require a purpose informed by the context. 

Shorter Dragons  

Dr Nic studies a population of dragons on a Pacific island. She believes the 
limited food sources on the island mean the population tends to be shorter than 
other dragon populations. A mean height of less than 4.5m for the island 
population would support his theory. 

Remind the students how to find the height of a dragon on  
a dragon card. Dragon heights are measured in metres. 

The investigative question is: 

“Do the heights of dragons support the claim that the  
mean height of dragons on the island is less than 4.5m?”  

CALCULATING THE POPULATION PARAMETER 
The purpose here is for students to appreciate the difficulty of calculating a 
population parameter for a large population. It is useful to let the students come 
up against the difficulty themselves.  

As a class, devise a plan to calculate the mean dragon height for the population. 
The plan should involve all students and use all dragon cards.  

Let the class spend at least 10 minutes working through the plan. If needed 
delay the process; maybe have students recalculate values to check for 
mistakes. 

After a while students may question whether there is an easier way. The teacher 
may need to prompt this response.  This is the point to introduce sampling. 

SAMPLING TO ESTIMATE THE POPULATION PARAMETER  
Tell the students that they are now ready to learn about sampling. The mean 
height from a sample of dragon cards will estimate the mean height for the 
population.  The process of inferring a population parameter from a sample is 
called inference.  The estimate will be better if the sample is a random sample 
and if the sample is big enough.  You can order Dragon Cards and download 

other free lessons at: CreativeMaths.net 
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A random sample is one in which every card is equally likely to be chosen. It is 
important to shuffle the population visibly. Spread the cards out facedown and 
mix. Make a big deal of mixing thoroughly. Tell the class that because the cards 
have been mixed thoroughly, taking a subset of cards without looking at them 
will form a random sample, with any dragon equally likely to be in the sample. 

Organise the class into groups of three or four and give each group a random 
sample of 30 cards. The size of the sample and number of groups may be 
restricted by the number of cards you have. It is important that after all of the 
samples have been taken there are still some cards left. 

Each group needs to determine the mean. Their analysis should be supported by 
a bar chart of their dragon heights (either a photo or a rough sketch).  

The figure below shows an example of a physical bar chart. For this sample the 
mean height is 5.1m. 

  

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Ask each group to produce a couple of sentences, with the first giving the results 
from their sample. The second sentence draws conclusions about the 
population based on their results.  

It is important that the written sentences refer to the sample and population 
correctly. The results (parameter values and graph) come from the sample while 
the conclusions refer to the population. 

It is useful to provide the students with model sentences they can adapt. For 
example, the following sentences might be used as examples. The sentences 
should be changed to reflect their own results. 

Results: The mean height of dragons in the sample is 5.1m, which is more than 
the 4.5m stated. 

Conclusion: Based on the sample of dragon heights, the mean height of the 
population of dragons on the island is about 5.1m.  
We conclude that the dragons on the island do not appear to be shorter 
than other dragon populations. 

Each group has calculated the sample mean and made an inference to the 
population. They may also have ‘made a call’ about the claim. This is the point 
where a typical statistical analysis would finish.  At this stage the students have 
to take it on faith that the sample mean is a good estimate of the population 
mean. 

DISCUSSION  
Discuss with the class how they might satisfy themselves that the sample mean 
does indeed provide a good estimate of the population mean.  

One way to provide this evidence is to determine the population mean height 
and to compare it with the sample mean. (Yes, that does require doing all of the 
work they had avoided by sampling and is only possible because they happen to 
have all the data in this instance.)  

Another option is check that most group’s samples give similar results. 

If you proceed to find the population mean or compare different samples, make 
it clear that this is not a usual part of doing statistics. Instead, it is an 
opportunity for them to understand why statisticians use sampling and to 
convince themselves that it works. 

 

Where to next? The StatsLC video Statistical Inference may be useful: 

CreativeMaths.net/videos/video-inference 

More ideas at CreativeMaths.net – and do give us feedback as to what worked 

for you.  7 October 2019 
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DRAGON LESSON: SAMPLING VARIATION   
CURRICULUM LEVEL 5  

PURPOSE 
This lesson is designed to illustrate the important statistical concept of sampling 
variation. It can be taught with the other Creative Maths Sampling lessons 
covering the big ideas of statistics introduced at curriculum level 5.  

DESCRIPTION 
Sample parameters of different samples are generally different but also 
generally provide similar estimates of the population parameter. The students 
are tasked with estimating the median age of a large dragon population.  

Different groups of students will analyse different samples to estimate the 
population parameter. The results are then displayed together to illustrate 
sampling variation.   

EQUIPMENT 
• Two or more class packs of dragon cards  

(more cards are better) 
• Paper for students to draw box plots on 
• Some way to share a number of box plots 

KEY VOCABULARY 
Inference, median, population, population parameter,  
random sample, sample, sample parameter, sampling variation 

ACTIVITY 

Students determine the median age for a number of different samples.  
Box plots for many samples are then visually compared. 

DRAGON LIFESPAN  
Statistical investigations require a purpose informed by the context. 

Dragon Lifespan  
Dr Nic studies a population of dragons on a Pacific island. She wants to know the 
median age of the dragons on the island. That will allow her to compare the 
lifespan of those dragons with other dragon populations. 

Remind the students how to find the age of a dragon on  
a dragon card. 

The investigative question used for this lesson is: 

“What is the median age of dragons on the island?”  

SAMPLING TO ESTIMATE THE POPULATION PARAMETER 
Get the students into groups of three or four. Each group will analyse a random 
sample of dragon cards. Remind students how to calculate the median, lower 
quartile and upper quartile from a sample. 

Make a big deal of mixing the population of cards thoroughly, facedown. Tell the 
class that because the cards have been mixed thoroughly taking a subset of 
cards without looking at them will form a random sample. Each dragon is 
equally likely to be in the sample. 

Give each group a random sample of 31 cards. The size of the sample and 
number of groups may be constrained by the number of cards you have. It is 
important that after all of the samples have been taken there are still a lot of 
cards left. 

Analysis will involve calculating the median age and producing a box plot of 
dragon age for a sample. Since the box plots are going to be compared, it is 
important that they are all drawn to the same scale. Using a scale of 5 years to 
1cm will allow them to fit on a landscape sheet of A4.  

The figure below shows a box plot for a single sample. For this sample the 
median age is 209, the lower quartile is 160, and the upper quartile is 298. 

You can order Dragon Cards and download 
other free lessons at: CreativeMaths.net 
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DISCUSSION COMPARING SAMPLE MEDIANS 
Each group has calculated the sample median from which they can make an 
inference to the population. This is the point where a typical statistical analysis 
would finish.  However, we compare samples to study sample variation. Make it 
clear that this is not a usual part of doing statistics. Instead this lesson is an 
opportunity for the students to see sampling variation across samples. 

Have the students walk around to find someone else with the same graph as 
them. 

Display the box plots together in a column. Ensure the axes are aligned so they 
visually display the variation in sample medians. The figure opposite shows box 
plots from 12 samples stacked in this way. The medians are highlighted in red.  

Discuss with the class about the variation they see. They should be comparing 
the medians across all samples. Two points are important. 

Point 1: There is variation amongst the samples – every sample median is 
different. This is called sample variation. 

Point 2: While the medians are (almost) all different, they have similar values. 
That is, they each provide a reasonable estimate of the population median. 

It is also useful to look at the variation in the middle 50% of values, that is how 
the ‘box’ part of the box plot varies. Note that they generally overlap a lot. 

These box plots show only a small number of samples. Using more samples 
would give a better idea of sample variation and how well these samples 
estimate the population median.  

MORE SAMPLE MEDIANS 
Collect the dragon cards, shuffle the whole population again and give each 
group another sample of 31 dragon cards. The groups should repeat their 
previous analysis and produce a new box plot.  Collect box plots from all groups 
and put them up with the others.It is important that the whole population is 
used when shuffling the cards and drawing random samples. 

Discuss the extended results. Re-emphasise the two important points.  

Remind the students that for a statistical analysis they would only produce one 
box plot, one median. However, based on these results they can be confident 

that the median from their sample they get will generally be a reasonable 
estimate for the population median. 

 
Where to next? The StatsLC video Statistical Variation may be useful: 
CreativeMaths.net/videos/video-variation-sources 

More ideas at CreativeMaths.net – and do give us feedback as to what worked 
for you.  25 October 2019 
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DRAGON LESSON: COMPARING DIFFERENCE  
CURRICULUM LEVEL 5  

PURPOSE 
This lesson illustrates how sampling is used to investigate a possible difference 
between populations. It can be taught with the other Creative Maths Sampling 
lessons covering the big ideas of statistics introduced at curriculum level 5.  

DESCRIPTION 
Students analyse samples from two populations to judge whether or not the 
populations differ. Such judgements are called inference. The populations are 
female dragons and male dragons from the same large set of dragon cards.  

As different groups analyse different samples, students see the variation across 
samples but also the general consistency of results.  

EQUIPMENT 
• Two or more class packs of dragon cards (more cards are better) 
• Some way for students to record their results 

KEY VOCABULARY 
Box plot, inference, interquartile box, lower quartile, median, population, 
sample, tends to, upper quartile. 

ACTIVITY 

Students compare the strengths of female and male dragons to  
test an hypothesis about the strength of female dragons.  

ROBUST SHELTERS  
Statistical investigations require a purpose informed by the context. 

Robust shelters  

Female and male dragons over-winter separately. A recent cyclone destroyed 
their shelters on a Pacific island. Dr Nic’s team plans to build artificial shelters 
for the dragons. Making shelters robust enough for the strongest dragons is 
costly. The team wonder if it will be cost-effective to make the shelters for the 
female dragons less robust than the ones for the male dragons.  

Remind the students how to find the gender and strength  
of a dragon on a dragon card.  

The investigative question used for this lesson is: 

“Do the strengths of female dragons tend to be  
weaker than the strengths of male dragons?”  

SAMPLING TO COMPARE POPULATION PARAMETERS 
Show the dragon cards as a single pile. The pile represents two populations of 
dragons: female dragons and male dragons. A sample taken from the population 
of all dragons can each be sorted into two samples: one female and one male. 

Get the students into groups of three or four. Each will compare a random 
sample of female dragons with a random sample of male dragons. Remind 
students how to calculate the median, lower quartile and upper quartile. 

Make a big deal of mixing the population of cards thoroughly, facedown. Tell the 
class that because the cards have been mixed thoroughly taking a subset of 
cards without looking at them will form a random sample. Each dragon is 
equally likely to be in the sample.  

Give each group a random sample of 40 cards. The size of the sample and 
number of groups may be constrained by the number of cards you have. It is 
important that there are still a lot of cards left after taking all samples. 

Analysis involves forming cards into two bar graphs and producing two box 
plots. Both pairs of graphs will compare strength for male and female dragons. 
Box plots can be made on loose paper of a size consistent with the bar charts. 

You can order Dragon Cards and download 
other free lessons at: CreativeMaths.net 
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They can then be laid just above or below the corresponding bar chart. The 
picture opposite shows an example of bar charts and box plots. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
As students develop displays of their findings they need to record results. This 
involves a written description of what they find as well as choosing one or more 
data displays to support their statements.  

Each group will need to make a judgement about the investigative question, in 
particular making an inference to the population. Depending on their samples 
and their opinions, different groups might make different judgements. A rule of 
thumb than can be used is that if one sample has a median outside of the inter-
quartile range of the other, this suggests that the two populations are different. 

OSEM provides a good framework for forming results and conclusions. An 
example is given below. 

Obvious: The female dragons seem stronger than male dragons, not weaker. 
Specify: The female dragons in the sample tend to be stronger than the male 
dragons. The difference in the sample seems big enough to suggest that female 
dragons tend to be stronger than male dragons in the population. 
Evidence: While there are some male dragons stronger than some female 
dragons in the sample, the strongest 12 female dragons of 15 are stronger than 
the weakest 12 of male dragons of 17 in the sample.  
Meaning: Shelters for the female dragons should generally be made more 
robust than those for the male dragons. 

A typical statistical analysis would finish here, with analysis of one sample.   

DISCUSSION 
Have each group report their findings and conclusions to the class. Make it clear 
that this is not a usual part of doing statistics. Instead this lesson is an 
opportunity for the students to see how the results and conclusions can vary 
with different samples.  

Discuss the variation that can be seen between the results and any variation 
between the conclusions of the groups.  Each sample will produce different 
graphs, but these will generally be similar. Point out that the conclusions will, in 

part, depend on chance – random variation of the sample analysed – and 
different samples can legitimately lead to different conclusions.  

Discuss whether the conclusions are definitely correct and how you might find 
out whether they are.  

Where to next? More ideas at CreativeMaths.net – and do give us feedback as 

to what worked for you.  7 October 2019 
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DRAGON LESSON: TYPES OF SAMPLING 
CURRICULUM LEVEL 6+ 

PURPOSE 
This lesson is designed to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of common 
sampling methods. It can be taught with the other Creative Maths Sampling 
lessons covering the big ideas of statistics introduced at curriculum level 5.  

DESCRIPTION 
This lesson allows students to experience issues involved in 
different methods of sampling. The main focus is how non-
random sampling methods can lead to bias. Students will also 
experience some of the practicalities of sampling.   

EQUIPMENT 
• Enough dragon cards for 90 cards per group (2-3 packs) 
• Sets of counters numbered 1-100 for about half the groups 
• Some way for students to record and share results 

PREPARATION 
Divide the dragon cards into population packs of about 90 cards, one per group 
of 3-4 students. Packs can have different numbers of cards. Stack each pack so 
the red dragons are mostly at the top or bottom. Half the packs should have 
mostly red on top.  

KEY VOCABULARY 
Cluster sample, convenience sample, population, random sample, sample size, 
sampling frame, simple random sample, stratified sample, systematic sample 

ACTIVITY 

Students use different methods of sampling to create samples and box plots 
from their own population. They compare sampling methods, considering bias. 
Tell students that during the lesson they will complete a statistical investigation 
multiple times to learn about sampling.  

TYPES OF SAMPLING VIDEO 
Begin the lesson by showing the Statistics Learning Centre video on Types of 
Sampling. Access the video here: CreativeMaths.net/videos/video-sampling  

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Small island dragon height  
A number of small islands have their own populations of dragons.  Dr Nic 
believes the different conditions on each island means the dragon populations 
on some islands are generally shorter or taller than those on the mainland.  

Sampling dragon heights on the islands will help to investigate this claim. 

Remind the students how to find the height, in meters, on  
a dragon card. In the story, dragon heights are found by  
capturing and measuring all dragons in a sample. 

The investigative question used for this lesson is: 

“Are the heights of dragons on your island generally shorter or 
generally taller than the heights of dragons on the mainland?” 

Show a box plot of dragon heights on the mainland as a comparison with what 
they discover about their islands. Use a graph from the Sampling Estimates 
lesson or generate one using a random sample before the lesson. 

To answer the investigative question, groups will form box plots from samples, 
comparing these to the mainland dragons. Give each group a population pile. 
Each pile represents a list of the dragons on a small island, the sampling frame.  

CONVENIENCE SAMPLE 
Students take a convenience sample. The results and process will be compared 
with other sampling methods to see advantages and disadvantages. 

A sample size of approximately 30 is reasonable.  Get each group to take a 
convenience sample by selecting the top 30 cards from their population. It is 
important that the population packs are not shuffled before the sample is taken. 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 
Each group creates and records a box plot and bar graph of dragon heights from 
their sample. They should draw a conclusion about the investigative question. 
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DISCUSSION  
Ask the class to consider the following question.  

The results are different for some islands. Is that because the islands are 
different or because of the sampling method used? 

RANDOM SAMPLING METHODS IN GROUPS 
Having taken a sample, applied analysis and drawn a conclusion the groups have 
finished a statistical investigation. It is important to make it clear to the class 
that the next part of the lesson is not a part of a statistical investigation. Instead, 
it involves students learning about types of sampling. A statistical investigation 
will only take one sample and only use one sampling method. 

Allocate one random sampling method to each group. Ensure all methods are 
covered. The random sampling methods are: simple random sample, clustered 
sample, stratified sample, systematic sample. (Stratified is the most complex.) 

Each group applies the same process: take the sample using their method, apply 
the analysis and draw conclusions as if this was the only sample taken. 

GROUP 1: SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLE 
Count the number of dragon cards in your population. Put counters in a bowl 
numbered from 1 to this number. Mix the counters well then draw out 30 
counters without looking. These represent the sample.  

Sort the drawn counters in increasing order. Each counter represents the place 
of a card within the pack.  Take the sample by counting through the pack and 
withdrawing the cards corresponding to the counters. For example, if the first 
three counters are 2, 3, 7, take the second, third and seventh cards. 

GROUP 2: CLUSTER SAMPLE 
Cut your population pack into eight roughly equal piles. Try not to shuffle the 
order of the cards. It is fine if some piles are bigger than others. These piles 
represent eight roosting locations on your small island. 

Number the piles 1 to 8. Put eight counters numbered 1 to 8 in a bowl. Mix the 
counters well then draw out three without looking. These represent the roosting 
locations that will make up the sample.  For example, if you drew 1, 4, 6 your 
sample will be all cards in the first, fourth and sixth piles. 

GROUP 3: STRATIFIED SAMPLE 
Sort your population pack into three piles by behaviour without shuffling the 
card order. Count the cards in each pile to work out the proportion of the 
population. The number of cards sampled from each pile is that proportion of 
the target sample size, 30.  For example, if 36% of your dragons are friendly, you 
will sample 0.36×30=10.8 rounded to 11 friendly dragons. 

For each behaviour, take a sample of size determined above following the 
directions for a simple random sample. Combine the samples from all 
behaviours to form a single sample of the population.  

GROUP 4: SYSTEMATIC SAMPLE 
Randomly choose 1, 2 or 3. This indicates the place in your population pack of 
the first dragon in your sample. Systematically count through your pack and 
select every third card after this as your sample. For example, if you chose 2, 
take cards 2, 5, 8, 11… 

METHOD COMPARISON 
Compare the results for the sampling methods used and discuss. Consider the 
following questions. 

What are the differences between the results?  
Which method is most likely to best represent their population, and why?  
What are the advantages and disadvantages of each method?  
How might the methods be applied to a real population?  
What difficulties do they expect in doing this? 

WRAP UP 
Briefly run through each random sampling method. Explain why convenience 
sampling can cause bias and how their populations were set up to illustrate this.  
Point out that the choice of sampling method is not just based on which is the 
least likely to lead to bias but also the time and cost of data collection.  

More ideas at CreativeMaths.net – and please give us feedback as to what 
worked for you.  7 October 2019

 

You can order Dragon Cards and download 
other free lessons at: CreativeMaths.net 
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GROUP 1: SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLE 
1. Count the number of dragon cards in your population pack.  
2. Put counters numbered from 1 to this number in a bowl.  
3. Mix the counters well then draw out 30 counters without looking.  
4. Sort the drawn counters in increasing order.  
5. Each counter represents the place of a card within the pack.   
6. Count through the pack taking cards corresponding to the counters.  

For example, for counters 2, 3, 7 take the 2nd, 3rd and 7th cards. 
 

 
 

GROUP 2: CLUSTER SAMPLE 
1. Cut your population pack into two nearly equal piles.  
2. Cut the two piles into two again, leaving four nearly equal piles.  
3. Cut the four piles in two once more, leaving eight roughly equal piles.  
4. The piles represent eight roosting locations on your small island. 

Number them one to eight. 
5. Put eight counters numbered 1 to 8 in a bowl.  
6. Mix the counters well then draw out 3 counters without looking. 
7. Each counter represents a pile.   
8. Combine the 3 selected piles to form your sample. 
 

 

GROUP 3: STRATIFIED SAMPLE 
1. Sort your population pack into three piles, one for each behaviour.  
2. For each behaviour pile: 

a. Count the number of cards in the pile 
b. Put counters numbered from 1 to this number in a bowl.  
c. Work out this number as a proportion of your whole population.  
d. 30 times the proportion is the number to sample.   

E.g., with 36% friendly dragons, sample 0.36×30≈11 dragons. 
e. Mix the counters well. Draw out the required number without 

looking.  
f. Sort the drawn counters in increasing order.  
g. Each counter represents the place of a card within the pile.   
h. Count through the pile taking cards corresponding to the 

counters. E.g., for counters 2, 3, 7 take the 2nd, 3rd and 7th cards. 
3. Combine samples from all behaviours to form a single sample.  
 

 
 

GROUP 4: SYSTEMATIC SAMPLE 
1. Randomly choose one of 1, 2 or 3.  
2. This is the place in your population pack of the first dragon in your 

sample. (It will be the first, second or third card.) 
3. Systematically count through your pack selecting every third card 

after the first dragon chosen, as the sample. For example, if you 
chose 2, take cards 2, 5, 8, 11… 
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BAR CHART AND BOX PLOT OF MAINLAND DRAGON HEIGHTS 

Based on a sample of size 60. 
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Attribute relationships 
The dragon cards have various built-in relationships 
between attributes. When teaching inference or 
bivariate analysis it can be useful to have an idea 
about those relationships and what the students are 
likely to find. 

Inference  
Population parameters are shown in the first tables. The 
lower tables show the expected results for the most likely 
effect. The percentages indicate the chance of a difference 
based on the median. These are determined using informal 
confidence intervals with total sample size 29 dragons. 

Colour 
 Height Strength Age 
Colour Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 
Red 4.0 4 5.4 5.5 222.5 227 
Green 5.9 6 3.9 4 236.7 223 
 

The biggest effect for colour is height.  This is also the biggest effect overall. 

 Height Strength Age 
Red > green   0% 38%   1% 
Green > red 48%   0%   1% 
No effect 52% 62% 98% 
 

Gender 
 Height Strength Age 
Gender Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 
Female 5.1 5 5.3 5 232.2 225.5 
Male 4.9 5 3.9 4 227.9 223 
 

The biggest effect for gender is strength.  Height has one of the smallest 
differences. 

 Height Strength Age 
Female > male   3% 39%   1% 
Male > female   1%   0%   1% 
No effect 96% 61% 98% 
 

Behaviour 
 Height Strength Age 
Behaviour Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 
Friendly 5.6 6 3.5 3.5 211.3 198 
Changeable 5.2 5 4.4 4 231.3 226 
Dangerous 4.3 4 5.8 6 247.4 247 
 

The biggest effect is between friendly and dangerous for strength. Age can also 
show a difference here. 

 Height Strength Age 
Friendly > Dangerous 19%   0%   0% 
Dangerous > Friendly   0% 63%   5% 
No effect 81% 37% 95% 
 
Breath 
 Height Strength Age 
Breath Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 
Fire 4.3 4 6.2 6 244.9 254 
Acid 4.6 4 4.9 5 242.5 225.5 
Ice 5.8 6 3.1 3 210.3 202 
None 5.2 5 4.3 5 225.0 201 
 

The biggest effect is between fire and ice for strength. 

 Height Strength Age 
Fire > Ice   0% 81%   5% 
Ice > Fire 21%   0%   0% 
No effect 79% 19% 95% 

Bivariate  
The most likely effect to see is Age to Strength; stronger dragons tend to be 
older. For the whole population each year increases average strength by about 
0.06. Alternatively, each additional strength unit increases the average age by 
approximately 32 years. 

The most likely to see no effect is Age to Height. For the whole population each 
year increases average height by about 0.0016m. Alternatively, the average age 
increases approximately 6 years per meter in height. 

Strength and Height can show a negative relationship. For the whole population 
each strength unit reduces average height by about 0.3m. Alternatively, the 
average strength reduces approximately 0.4 units per meter in height. 

You can order Dragon Cards and download 
other free lessons at: shop.StatsLC.com 
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TEACHER NOTES FOR DRAGON LESSONS: 
5A: SAMPLING ESTIMATES   5B: SAMPLING VARIATION 
5C: COMPARING DIFFERENCES  6+: TYPES OF SAMPLING   
CURRICULUM LEVELS 5-6 

PURPOSE 

The Creative Maths Sampling lessons introduce three big ideas of statistics: using sampling for inference, 

sampling variation, and using sampling to compare differences between populations. The fourth lesson 

compares advantages and disadvantages of different sampling methods. 

ACHIEVEMENT OBJECTIVES 

S5-1: … comparing sample distributions visually, using measures of centre, spread, and proportion … 

S6-1: … managing sources of variation, including through the use of random sampling … 

EQUIPMENT 

Three or more packs of Dragonistics cards are best. There should be a reasonably large pile of cards left over 

after each group has their sample. For Types of Sampling use a sample size of about a third of each population. 

 

TEACHER NOTES 

All of these lessons have activities that are not a usual part of a statistical investigation. It is really important to 

make it clear where the statistical investigation stops and learning about statistics begins. Important points 

about statistical analysis: 

• Sample parameters are never directly compared to population parameters. If population parameters are 

known, samples are not needed. 

• Statistical investigations only ever take one sample (with, possibly, a pilot sample) as it is better to take 

one bigger sample than multiple smaller ones. This means parameters from different samples of the 

same population are never compared.  

The stories in the lesson plans are important as they provide a context and purpose to the investigation. Feel 

free to adapt them to your needs. The stories also allow you to make a distinction between the Story World 

where the (single) statistical investigation takes place and the Classroom World where you are stepping back and 

examining some aspects of statistical analysis. 

To provide the best representation of the population, a random sample is needed. A random sample requires 

every card to have an equal chance of being chosen, irrespective of the other cards in the sample. Thoroughly 

mixing the population in front of the class helps to illustrate this idea. It also allows multiple random samples to 

be drawn reasonably efficiently. 

 

LESSON: SAMPLING ESTIMATES 

The purpose for attempting to find the population mean is to give the students an appreciation as to why finding 

a population parameter can be too difficult. The more cards used as a population here, the clearer it will be that 

determining the population parameter is just not practical. Involve everyone in the process. The details of the 

method used are not important. 

Before moving on, a good portion of the class should have come to the conclusion that finding the population 

parameter is not practical. If needed slow the process. Have students check for errors or recalculate. Where 

sampling is suggested too early, ‘park’ the idea. Tell students you will address sampling later.  

When sampling is introduced, make it clear that sampling provides a good estimate not an exact value. And, that 

sampling is a trade-off between time or cost and accuracy of the estimate.  
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This could be the first opportunity the students have to make statements about and draw conclusions from a 

sample. Help students adapt their statements to be clear and correct. The sample’s parameters are exact and 

known for the sample only. Population parameters are estimates based on the sample. 

For the discussion it is important to make clear that in a usual statistical investigation it is not possible to see 

how well the sample mean estimates the population mean. Also be clear that the science behind statistical 

analyses has shown that sampling provides good estimates of population parameters so long as sufficiently large 

random samples are used. 

 

LESSON: SAMPLING VARIATION 

The sample size for this lesson should be chosen to make determining the median and quartiles easy. For a 

sample size of 31 when the cards are sorted from youngest to oldest the 8th card gives the lower quartile, the 

16th card gives the median, and the 24th card gives the upper quartile.  

To compare box plots between groups it is important that they have the same scale. Axis templates with a grid 

or guidelines are helpful. 

When comparing results from different groups it is important to emphasise that this is not a part of statistical 

investigation but a learning opportunity. 

Possible points to bring out in the discussion: 

• There is variation amongst samples – every boxplot will be different. 

• The sample medians are different but generally similar. 

• The variation between samples is generally less than the variation within a sample.  

o For example, the range of sample medians is generally less than the range from any one sample. 

The more sample medians students can compare the better idea they will have of sample variation. Analysing 

further samples also allows students to practice statistical skills. It is important to resample from the whole 

population. Collect all cards and thoroughly mix them each time new samples are taken. 

 

LESSON: COMPARING DIFFERENCE 

Illustrate how bar charts can be compared one above the other with the axes aligned. This allows students to 

see whether one group of dragons appears to be left or right shifted compared to the other.  

Aligning the box plots to the bar charts can also be useful. 

At curriculum level 5 there are no particular rules about making a judgement. It is fine for different students to 

make different judgements based on the same sample. 

It can be useful to have visuals of the group’s graphs as they report their conclusions. That lets the other 

students judge whether each sample shows enough evidence of a difference between the populations. 

For each sample there are two possible judgements: either there is enough evidence to conclude that there is 

likely to be a difference in the population or there is not enough evidence (or no evidence). Still there is a grey 

area between clearly enough evidence and clearly not enough evidence. A sample can look like there might be a 

difference but not show enough evidence to conclude that there is. Students are not being judged by how well 

they can ‘make a call’ in that grey area.  There are statistical analyses they will learn later that will help to reduce 

that grey area, but it cannot be removed entirely. 
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LESSON: TYPES OF SAMPLING 

Before starting the statistical investigation, let the students know that this lesson will switch between applying a 

statistical investigation and activities for learning. The activities for learning will repeat parts of the same 

statistical investigation in different ways. It is important to emphasise that this is not the way a statistical 

investigation runs. It is a way of learning some things about different choices in sampling. A statistical 

investigation will only take one sample and only use one sampling method. 

The mechanisms for each method of sampling used in this lesson have been designed to highlight particular 

strengths and weaknesses.  Counters are used for some methods to represent the sampling frame. 

In the wrap-up, as well as running through the sampling methods and bias, remind students that the lesson was 

not a statistical investigation. Statistical investigations do not involve multiple samples. 

CONVENIENCE SAMPLE 

It is important that the population packs are not shuffled before the convenience sample is taken. Since the 

population packs have been stacked with mainly red or mainly green dragons at the top the dragon heights from 

the sample should be generally shorter (or taller) than the mainland population. This illustrates the potential for 

bias in convenience sampling. This aspect will not become apparent until a random sample has been taken. 

SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLE 

Counters represent the sampling frame. In simple random sampling a sampling frame is needed to allow random 

selection for the sample. 

CLUSTER SAMPLE 

It is usual in cluster sampling for clusters to have different sizes. The sample size depends on the number of 

cards in each cluster selected. 

If the population size used is quite different from 90, you may need to adjust the number of clusters chosen 

and/or the number of clusters created to suit your target sample size. 

STRATIFIED SAMPLE 

This sampling method is likely to take the longest. It involves multiple simple random samples. Due to rounding, 

the actual sample size might be a little different from the planned sample size. 

As there is a relationship between height and behaviour in the main population, stratifying by behaviour would 

tend to reduce the sampling variation. 

SYSTEMATIC SAMPLE 

If the population size used is quite different from 90, you may need to adjust the selection system to suit your 

target sample size. This method can lead to bias if there is a pattern within the population that matches the 

selection system. 

 

 

You can find further lessons and resources at CreativeMaths.net  25 October 2019 


